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Mark 4:26-34; Ezekiel 17:22-24 

 

Why did Jesus use parables to teach about / proclaim the kingdom of God?  When he was asked this question 

earlier in chapter 4, he answered that he taught the crowds this way in order that “seeing they might not see 

and hearing they might not understand” (Mark 4:12).   

Hmmm.  So, I guess we could say that Jesus used parables NOT to explain things clearly / to our 

satisfaction… BUT to call into question our previous explanations / understandings… to show us that any 

understanding of the kingdom / rule of God that we can come up with… is probably a misunderstanding.  

Think about it:  

• The parable of the Prodigal Son is not really about the younger son’s self-centeredness and vices 

(squandering his inheritance)… it is about the father’s gracious forgiveness.   

• The parable of the Workers in the Vineyard is not really about the workers (who start working at 

different times throughout the day)… it is about the generous and gracious vineyard owner who gives 

every worker the same pay, regardless of the hours worked.     

• And in the parable of the Great Judgment, remember, it is precisely in the hungry, the thirsty, the 

imprisoned, the naked, and the sick that we find (or ignore) Christ, himself.   

Some of Jesus’ parables are simple one-liners / brief descriptions that tell us that the kingdom / rule of God is 

like things that we would never dream of comparing it to: yeast / leaven, a tiny mustard seed, a buried treasure 

gained by craftiness, a pearl of great price purchased by selling everything else!   

Some of them are much longer… and more developed; yet they are no less jarring / confusing… for they, too, 

make comparisons that tend to upend our expectations: “bad people” are rewarded (the Prodigal, the Unjust 

Steward)… “good people” are scolded (the Elder Brother, the Faithful Workers)… and our ideas of who 

should be “first” or “last” / who is “in” or who is “out” are thrown completely out the door (the Wedding 

Feast, the Great Judgment, the Narrow Door).   

Speaking in parables was simply Jesus’ way… it was the hallmark of his style of teaching…  

The two parables we have before us today… give us a glimpse of the mystery (and the surprise) of the 

kingdom of God that Jesus proclaims… the kingdom / rule of God that we pray for each time we pray, “Thy 

kingdom come…” 

Simply put, this kingdom—the kingdom of God—is the arena in which God reigns / rules in a person’s / 

community’s life.  And it begins with the planting of seeds…  

“The kingdom of God,” Jesus says, “is as if someone would go out and scatter seed on the ground…”  

Here, the kingdom of God is presented as the very thing that is sown / scattered on the ground—it is NOT the 

result of sowing something different from itself.   

In other words, the kingdom / rule of God is present—in all its power—from the very start… in the seed of 

the gospel that is planted.   

And in the rest of this parable, Jesus drives home the absolute supremacy / sovereignty of God’s kingdom / 

rule over the earth.  Once the person in the parable has sown the seed, he walks away and goes about his own 

business.  He goes to bed at night and gets up in the morning… and then does the grocery shopping, fixes the 

broken fence outside, picks up the kids from soccer practice, helps cook a delicious dinner, watches the 

10:00pm news, and then goes to bed.  He does that… day after day… and the seed that is the kingdom / rule 

of God sprouts and grows… on its own.  “The earth produces fruit of itself,” Jesus says… automatically / 

mysteriously… without any apparent “outside” help / assistance.   
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Just plant the seed of God’s kingdom / rule into the world, Jesus says… and it will come up all by itself: 

“first the stalk, then the head, then the full grain in the head.”  Sure, it takes its time—its own time… not our 

time—but its growth / “success” is guaranteed!  It has within itself the power to grow.  We don’t know how it 

does it, but it does; and then when the growing is complete, it is time to harvest!   

You see, the One waiting to grow what we sow is so capable… all we need to do after casting the seed of the 

kingdom out there each day… is go to bed!  “While you sleep, the kingdom will grow,” Jesus seems to say, 

“and you’ll never figure it out!”  So, stop worrying about design / strategy… stop trying to calculate outcomes 

/ results.  Just scatter the seed of the kingdom… and while you sleep—independent of you—the seed of 

God’s kingdom / rule will germinate and grow.   

You take care of the sowing of the seed, Jesus says.  God will take care of the growing of the seed.  When the 

seed of the kingdom is sown and left in the hands of God… its power for life / growth is irrepressible!   

“Let anyone with ears to hear… listen!”   

 

That brings us to the next parable—a familiar one.   “With what can we compare the kingdom of God,” Jesus 

asks… “what parable will we use for it?  It is like a mustard seed…”  

Once again, the kingdom of God is presented as the very thing that is sown—NOT something that comes 

from sowing a seed of something else.   

The kingdom is like a mustard seed which, when it is sown upon the ground, is tiny / almost invisible—"the 

smallest of all seeds on earth,” Jesus says—but that seed grows up into something really big… it puts forth 

large branches… “so that the birds of the air can make nests in its shade.”   

When I’ve heard this parable preached, the focus (most often) is on the small size of the mustard seed… that 

grows up and becomes “the greatest of all shrubs”—how big things come from small beginnings… and that’s 

all well and good (and probably a piece of Jesus’ point)…  

BUT what if the key to this parable isn’t found in the smallness of the seed… but in the particular seed that 

Jesus references here instead?  In other words, why a mustard seed?!   

If the point Jesus was trying to make in this parable is that the kingdom / rule of God starts small and grows 

large… then really, any seed would do.  I mean, don’t ALL seeds start small and “miraculously” grow into 

something much larger?!  Jesus could have just said—“The kingdom / rule of God is like a seed.  You plant it 

in the ground, and it grows into a large plant where the birds of the air can make their nests / find shade”—that 

would have made his point.  What if the key to reading this parable is found in the particular seed Jesus 

focuses on… Why a mustard seed?! 

The truth is, many (if not most) people would categorize the mustard plant as a weed—a garden pest at best.  

Sure, it is an herb that can be used to add flavoring to food… it even has some medicinal properties; but no 

gardener in their right mind would plant it on purpose—at least NOT among other plants.  Why?  Because it is 

incredibly hard to control.  It spreads like crazy… it soon crowds the other plants out… and before you know 

it, it has taken over the whole garden patch / the whole field it “infests.”   

So what are we to make of this parable?  How does the kingdom of God compare to this?   

Perhaps a central point lies in the function of the full-grown plant.  We are told that the mustard shrub “puts 

forth large branches so that the birds of the air can make nests in its shade.”  Here there are echoes from the 
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OT.  In the reading from Ezekiel 17, the Lord promises to take “a sprig from the lofty top of a cedar” and 

plant it on top of a high mountain… and that, in time, that sprig will grow to become a noble / fruitful tree… 

and that “under it every kind of bird will live; in the shade of its branches will next winged creatures of every 

kind.”   

Why will the Lord do this?  We find the answer in verse 24—so that all the world “shall know that I am the 

Lord.”  “I will accomplish it,” says the Lord.   

A mustard shrub, of course, is nothing like a mighty cedar. Does that matter?  Jesus says the kingdom / rule 

of God is like a mustard seed that grows into a big shrub.  BUT really… there is nothing mighty / glorious / 

grand about a mustard plant.  It is a common, ordinary weed that grows everywhere around Palestine (… a lot 

like crabgrass or dandelions do in this area).   

The kingdom / rule of God is a new reality that invades and eventually overtakes the old one.   

The kingdom of God is dangerous because it is mysterious / hidden… you don’t know where or when it will 

“pop up”… or what you will do when it “grabs hold of you.”   

This just might be the sideways truth of this parable—that the kingdom / rule of God that Jesus proclaims 

(and ushers in) isn’t something we can control… once sown, the seed of God’s kingdom will grow and 

gradually take over and transform the kingdoms of this world.   

This interpretation of this parable—that God’s kingdom / rule is like a weed—definitely challenges (perhaps 

threatens) our assumptions / understandings of the kingdom of God.  Yet… even when the seed of this weed 

gets covered by cement… it does seem to find a way to take root and grow… through even the tiniest of 

cracks…  

“Let anyone with ears to hear… listen!”   

 

The seed that is scattered / sown in the earth… the mustard seed that is sown in the ground—they seem pretty 

small / insignificant… but they carry, within themselves, a great potential.  Their growth doesn’t happen 

overnight, but when they do reach their full growth / potential—overcoming obstacles along the way—the first 

yields a bountiful harvest… the second becomes a home for the birds of the air.   

Jesus uses these parables to describe the kingdom of God—the new way of living / being in this world (under 

God’s rule) that he came to proclaim (and usher in).   

This way of living / being begins in every-day, ordinary circumstances… with what seem to be small / 

insignificant acts, BUT these acts are pregnant with potential… and this potential gradually grows / matures 

until it has spread far and wide.   

Just as plant growth is often imperceptible, so the growth of the kingdom / rule of God often escapes our 

awareness.  In fact, as Paul tell us, while we are living in this life, “we walk by faith, not by sight.”   

There is a definite difference between plant growth… and the development / growth of God’s kingdom / rule.  

We may have to wait a long time, but eventually we will be able to see the plant’s growth and progress.  On 

the other hand, time alone will not reveal how / where God is at work in the world today—we need eyes of 

faith for that.  But if we have eyes of faith, we will recognize the kingdom / rule of God struggling to be 

realized in our midst – everywhere and at all times… and we will not have to wait for the “final” event (the 

harvest).   
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Where will we find the kingdom of God?  Where should we look?   

- We will find it in our homes / in our relationships… whenever we are patient with / forgiving toward 

those with whom we live…  

- We will recognize it in the helping hand that is extended to us – at school / work… in the gentle / 

healing touch of healthcare providers… in the strong arms of those on whom we depend…  

- We will see it in the honesty / integrity with which financial / business transactions are conducted… in 

the willingness of others to provide for us / others in our need… in the courage of men / women who 

put themselves in harms way for the sake of others…  

- We will find it wherever God is creating hope in the midst of despair… wherever God is bringing 

change / transformation—even though it may not always be big / grand / obvious to everyone 

around…  

The kingdom / rule of God is like a tiny, insignificant seed (perhaps even a weed seed)—overlooked by 

most… but cherished by those of us who know that it is brimming with potential!   

God will grow the seeds we sow into a sprawling refuge of gospel shade for the world.   

The kingdom of God is, after all, exactly that—the kingdom of God!   

With God, big things really do come from small beginnings… mysteriously / hidden… after all, God’s 

kingdom was ushered in by a tiny baby peasant boy, born in a humble manger…  

 


